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No. Publication/Portal Headline Date 

1 The Times Of India Sales execs quit cos to log onto gig eco February 10, 

2020 

2 Outlook Money Post-Retirement Term Plan Blues February 12, 

2020 

3 The Hindu Life insurance term plan premium February 17, 

2020 

4 The Financial Express Buy life insurance based on life-stage, 

needs and goals 

February 18, 

2020 

5 Value Research Sabse Pehle Life Insurance February 27, 

2020 

Online 

6 Social Samosa PNB MetLife to go big on customer-

centricity in 2020: Nipun Kaushal 

February 4, 

2020 

7 Brand Equity PNB MetLife’s topical #ShedTheTax 

campaign 

February 6, 

2020 
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Headline : PNB MetLife to go big on customer-

centricity in 2020: Nipun Kaushal 

Domain : Social Samosa 

Date : February 04, 2020  Journalist: Jagruti Verma 

 
https://www.socialsamosa.com/2020/02/pnb-metlife-nipun-kaushal/ 
 
In conversation with Social Samosa, Nipun Kaushal, Chief Marketing Officer, PNB MetLife charts the way 
forward for the brand in 2020. 
 
Insurance is an excellent way to save tax and financial security. How do we know? Well, it’s the beginning 
of the second month of the year and almost all insurance companies are in full swing to advertise the fact. 
Quite a few diverse lines of communication have been taken up in recent campaigns, one of them being 
PNB Metlife’s #ShedTheTax. It leverages influencer marketing in a big way and provides consumers a 
personalised tax report. Nipun Kaushal, Chief Marketing Officer, PNB MetLife tells us more. 
 
“As a brand we want to say that it isn’t about saving taxes but how good you are at planning your taxes. 
The personalised tax calculator is our way to help people do that,” he says. 
 
The core concept of the campaign is shed the tax, not your lifestyle. Kaushal tells us how the brand’s effort 
will concentrate on customer-centricity in 2020. Here are the edited excerpts from the candid 
conversation. 
 
PNB MetLife has kickstarted 2020 by going big on the #ShedTheTax initiative. Could you briefly tell us how 
the campaign came about? 
 
We looked at our target group to understand the people would be interested in buying insurance. It is 
largely the young generation and people who are currently in their first jobs. We were clean on what 
needed to be conveyed to our customers and so we have them an enabler with a personalised tax 
calculator. It is a very simple format calculator that helps you understand the key concepts as well. We 
also uploaded 20 videos featuring a tax consultant who explained everything in the simplest way. 
 
What’s next for the #SheTheTax campaign? 
 
As a brand we want to cater to every segment. Post January, we will be focussing on SMEs and self-
employed people because that is when they start planning their taxes. The first set was for the younger 
generation and working class and the second phase will be for the self-employed professionals. 
 
#ShedTheTax essentially asked people to engage in an activity and post about it. How do you motivate 
people without reward? 
 
The reward factor here is that they get a personalised tax report for which they would otherwise have to 
go to either a tax consultant or a CA. The younger generation people won’t really for this option and would 
probably end up surfing the internet to figure things out. Our personalised tax calculator has as simple 
format and there are just 20 questions that they have to fill to get the report. 
 
How significant are influencer marketing and celebrity associations for PNB MetLife as a brand? 
 
PV Sindhu is our brand ambassador and we have been leveraging her across. We are utilising her story to 
say that even successful people do financial planning. Same is true for Harbhajan Singh. Influencers help 
spread the message and make people realise that at the end of the day, it is not just about sports and 
glamour, they care about their financial health as well. In the next phase, we will be working with micro-
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influencers for they will give us the depth across. If the micro-influencer is a CA or someone who writes 
about finances, they can help us reach more people who are interested in our message. 
 
What is the best medium for PNB Metlife to reach maximum people? 
 
In BFSI, you have a limited set of people who are financially a bit savvy or are interested to know more.  
 
They are largely online. Beyond a point, billboard and television will just help me create a brand recall but 
my entire tactical message on a certain product or feature will come largely from online. We can’t explain 
the whole thing on television because it is quite expensive. No doubt it gives me a huge reach but when I 
do my cost-benefit analysis, it is evident that digital gives me a better ROI and more details of the customer 
than mass media like television or print. 
 
Which digital trends would you be tapping into during 2020? 
 
2020 for PNB MetLife will be focussed on digital where our budgets will further move towards digital and 
building the whole customer journey online. We are revamping our entire portal. There are two sets of 
customers, one that have a PNB account and the other who check for information online. Having great 
content would address both the target segments. Nearly 40% of our customers who bought an offline 
product come online to read about the usage of the product. It will also create a huge amount of traffic 
for the website, which on the technical side, will improve its SEO score. 
 
The first quarter of the year usually witnesses high marketing spends from BFSI brands, what does 2020 
look like for PNB MetLife? 
 
I think there is a huge opportunity after JFM when people get their bonuses and have some income 
available to invest. When others have a low decibel level, it is easier to increase your decibel level at a 
lower cost and education people in terms of how they should start planning their taxes right away instead 
of waiting till the end of the year. As a brand, we are progressing towards customer centricity.  
 
Anything and everything we do, may it be internal or external, how does it impact the customer. This 
applies to spends as well. 
 
Do you feel its tricky to put forth an emotive narrative but also stay true to explaining the risks of a 
financial decision about risks to potential customers? 
 
It is not very easy because the product is essentially a mortality product. When something happens to 
you, your family gets the benefit. Over the last few years, the products have been structured and planned 
as instruments for the living today. What we want to communicate is that if you plan properly, you will 
get a guarantee, that is is a fantastic product in terms of investment. So, the advertisements talk in terms 
of customer benefit point of view rather than getting into the negative side of it. It’s not just the 
communication but also the product that has evolved over time as it the product plays the most important 
role. 
  



 

Headline : PNB MetLife’s topical #ShedTheTax 

campaign 

Domain : ETBrandEquity.com 

Date : February 06, 2020  Journalist: Urvi Malvania 

 
https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/marketing/pnb-metlifes-topical-
shedthetax-campaign/73974077 

 
PNB MetLife’s ongoing topical campaign revolves around tax filing, and ways to save tax. Called 
#ShedTheTax the campaign makes use of multiple platforms, though digital has been the focal point of 
the campaign. 
 
The campaign includes a series of digital advertisements created by Saatchi & Saatchi, in addition to 
information videos on the brand’s YouTube channel. The videos take a light vein in their narrative with 
everyday scenarios infused with some tax related humour. Apart from this, other media touch-points like 
print and television have also been used, depending on the intent of the communication at that point in 
time. 
 
For example, one of the videos shows a young man at the barber’s for a haircut. While going through the 
style catalogue, he chances upon an electric shaver, and tells the barber to do away with all his hair, so 
that he does not have to bother with a haircut for the next three months. When the barber looks confused, 
the young man explains that it is time for tax filing, and so frugal spending is in order. This is followed by 
the caption ‘#ShedTheTax, not your style’ and the call to action to invest with PNB MetLife. 
 
Nipun Kaushal, chief marketing officer, PNB MetLife explains that the campaign has been deployed in two 
parts, differentiated mainly by the audience that the respective phase targets. “The first phase is targeted 
at first or second jobbers. This bit started in December since January is when you’re supposed to submit 
the invest declaration documents, and it can be pretty intimidating when you’re just starting out in your 
career,” he explained. 
 
For this, the brand launched a personalized tax calculator which helped generate reports according to 
each individual’s requirements. This gave the brand an opportunity to insert a call to action that did not 
seem forced, but felt organic Kaushal explains. This also helped amplify the direct engagement, something 
that above-the-line activities may not have been able to do. The initiative was flagged off by shuttler and 
brand ambassador PV Sindhu and was later joined by cricketer Harbhajan Singh and other celebrities like 
VJ and actor Ranvijay Singha, and Prince Narula. 
 
The second phase which will become active from mid-February targets the professionals and self 
employed tax payers. For this, the brand has taken a multi-platform approach as well, using mailers, 
agents, bank partners, and SMS. Apart from the usual communication around tax saving, and investments, 
the brand has made sure to reduce the use of jargons, or explain what the technical words mean in its 
communication. 
 
Realizing that the one size fits all strategy will not work, PNB MetLife has not only differentiated its 
initiatives by demographics but also by geographies. “In Punjab and Haryana, we went more aggressive 
with print in publications like The Tribune. We also did more ground level activations in these states, since 
the brand has a stronger foothold there. We also aggressively pushed the communication pieces using 
Harbhajan (Singh), Prince (Narula), and Ranjvijay (Singha) given their popularity in these markets,” 
Kauushal said. 
 
The #ShedTheTax campaign it is an extension of the financial services provider brand’s 2019 campaign 
called #ShedTheWait featuring Sindhu. The campaign urged its audience to stop letting the responsibilities 
of tomorrow become a burden today. 
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The film shows Sindhu requesting people to check their weight on the weighing scale. Appalled users find 
themselves with exaggerated weight - more than their actual weights. This is when she explains them the 
weight includes the burden of their responsibilities. The consumers thus need to get rid of their 
exaggerated weight and ‘Shed The Wait’. With a partner like PNB MetLife by their side to protect their 
family, they can live their life to the fullest today and have a secured future. This campaign reasserts PNB 
MetLife’s brand positioning ‘Milkar Life Aage Badhayein’ which aims at fulfilling customer needs at 
different stages of life be it child education, wealth creation, savings or protection. 
 
 

 


